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In 1896 construction of the Uganda Railway began at the East African port town of
Mombasa, in what was then British East Africa, reaching the Lake Victoria- Nyanza
terminus of Port Florence (now Kisumu) in 1901. This engineering feat was achieved
with the importation of workers from British India, beginning a presence of a vibrant
Asian migrant community in the interior of East Africa. They established a vigorous
and ingenious Indian community in the interior of East Africa that thrived throughout
the twentieth century and its influence today is unassailable. Their enterprising spirit
was instrumental to the development of trading centres across the region during the
early decades of the twentieth century. The legacy left behind, and ever-present reality
of many urban centres, is somewhat invisible in the historical narratives related to
architecture and urbanism. Exploring these hidden histories is in recognition of this
contribution, a growing appreciation of the multifaceted influences on the built
environments across East Africa, and a necessary frame of reference for further
explorations of the development and evolution of contemporary architecture across the
region. The paper uses Jinja on the northern shore of Lake Victoria-Nyanza as a focus
of study. Jinja was home to a large population of ‘Ugandan’ Asians’ during the middle
of the twentieth century, contributing to its role as a key transport and industrial hub.
Through the tumultuous years toward the end of the century, this contribution remains
as a powerful reminder of the contribution of Asian migrants to Uganda. The Asian
contribution has largely been side-lined by the domination of European modernism and
more recently Middle East commercialism. Through this initial foray and future
explorations, we seek to build an understanding of the rich histories within the African
triple heritage.
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Introduction
The opening scene of Mira Nair’s 1992 movie ‘Mississippi Masala’ begins with an Asian man
kissing the ground prior to boarding a plane. The scene depicted events that occurred after
the expulsion of Asians from Uganda in 1972 by Idi Amin. To many, this opening scene may
not seem much, but it is critical in framing a thread that runs through the movie, the nostalgia
of the main character’s reflections of their time in Uganda. Significantly, this event placed a
spotlight on the contribution of Ugandan Asians - as they have come to be known - to the
economic and political development of Uganda over the years, and its consequential impact
on the built environment.

Discourse on the Ugandan Asians has rarely been discussed in Uganda, despite
considerable international interest on the topic in relation to diaspora studies, through
publications on African politics and (post)colonialism. A notable publication by Jamal1
Uganda Asians: Then and Now, Here and There We Contributed, We Contribute. This limited
edition showcases stories across the spectrum of the Ugandan Asian population in diaspora,
as well as those who have returned to Uganda in the last two decades. Even less
consideration has been given to the contribution of Ugandan Asians to the architecture and
urbanism of Uganda, and East Africa, even though it is an ever-present reality throughout
many towns and cities across the region.

Exploring the contribution of Africans of Asian descent to the development of urban systems
is an important step in redressing a reality often hidden to the annals of history. While there
is a general appreciation of the presence of Asians in urban centres across East Africa, their
actual contribution to these has not been considered, falling between the dominant narrative
of colonial planning and architecture and the fight for independence by the indigenous
population. The situation of Asians in this dichotomous relationship was often unclear,
positioned as either collaborators of the colonial authorities due to their association with the
colonial administrators, or as supporters of the Wanainchi2, whose needs they catered for. It
was this position that contributed to the dominant position in many urban centres across
Uganda and indeed Eastern Africa.

Vali Jamal, Uganda Asians: Then and Now, Here and There We Contributed, We Contribute., (Kampala: Vali
Jamal, 2016).
2
Kiswahili word that loosely translates to the ‘ordinary person’
1
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This paper explores the contribution to the development of Jinja, Uganda by the Ugandan
Asian population. The study draws upon archival documents and visual analysis in Jinja
itself. Growing interest in the history of the Ugandan Asians has led to a growth in online fora
and platforms that have also acted as an online resource. These include Facebook and
Pinterest where individuals share stories and historical images. Out of these conversations,
we find interesting anecdotes that contribute to a growing appreciation of the contribution of
Ugandan Asians to the development of the African City. The African city is an amalgam of
multiple systems and influences that often defy any attempt to situate it within any cannon.
The current search for meaning forms part of a growing interest in post-colonial Architecture
across East Africa, seeking to go beyond the concentration on European educated architects
and their projects across the region.

“Imperial Connectedness”
Interactions between Asia and Africa have been known and well documented, more so for
interactions between the populations along the east coast of Africa, and Saudi Peninsular,
and the Indian subcontinent. . While there is evidence of interactions with China, as
presented by Kusimba3, and Japan, documentation of these interactions is less accessible,
possibly due to its sporadic nature. Interactions across the western Indian Ocean were much
more frequent, largely driven by the seasonal monsoon winds that enabled thriving trade
across the region. This was boosted by Saʿīd ibn Sulṭān, of Oman moving his capital to the
island of Zanzibar in 1832. Zanzibar became an independent Sultanate in 1861, bolstered by
its linked trade routes to the interior of East Africa. It was, however, not till the end of the
nineteenth century, and the emergence of European colonisation of the African continent that
there was a growth in Asian population further inland, which forms the gist of this paper. As
part of this exploration, we acknowledge the different types of emigrants from India over the
years, as presented by Jain4 who divided these into five distinct categories: Indentured
Labour5, Kaqngani/Maistry Labour6, Passage7, Brain Drain8, and Labour to West Asia9.

Chapurukha M. Kusimba, Tiequan Zhu, and Purity Wakabari Kiura, 'China and East Africa: Ancient Ties,
Contemporary Flows', (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2019).
4
Prakash C. Jain, 'Emigration and Settlement of Indians Abroad', Sociological Bulletin, 38 (1989).
5
Workers were bound to work in specific areas for a fixed period of time, usually three to five years, and
renewable.
6
Unlike indentured labour these workers were recruited by Indian overseers who recruited Indian workers to
work in Southeast Asia. These workers were legally free and did not have any fixed contracts or fixed periods of
service.
7
The Passage or Free emigrant were largely of the trading class
8
Voluntary migration of mainly skilled workers, largely to Europe and North America
9
Largely contract workers with no settlement privileges in the countries where they work
3
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With regard to East Africa, trade along the coast was the main diver for migrants, with a few
adventurous individuals venturing inland for trade opportunities, mainly in ivory, the most
lucrative product given the expense in transporting goods to the coast. In this category we
have individuals such as Visram who made inroads to the Buganda Kingdom, following the
path of Henry Morton Stanley, and setting up Indian trade enterprises in the Kingdom.
However, it was not until the commissioning of the Uganda Railway that there was a large
influx of Indians, indentured migrant labourers required to work on the construction of the
railway between 1890 and 191410. Their numbers were overtaken by Passage migrants who
took advantage of the economic activities along the railway route and the newly connected
interior territories, but also by the need for qualified individuals to work in the colonial
administration. India, as a long-standing British colony, was an important source of skilled
and unskilled workers familiar with British administration and activities. By 1901, it was
estimated that there were 40,000 Indians in East Africa, growing to over 370,000 by 196311.
By 1926, it was estimated that one-third of the residents of Nairobi were of South Asian
origin12. The growth of Asian migration caused the colonial government to ponder
encouraging Asian ‘agricultural colonialism’13. The significance of Indian migrants to the
British colonial project was summed up by Herbert Samual (MP) in his presentation to the
Society of Arts in 1903, in which he stated:
“A survey, however brief, of the present condition of Uganda, would be incomplete
indeed, if it made no mention of the part played by the Indian in its development. It is
the Indian, under the direction of the Englishman, who has been the civiliser of East
Africa. It is the coolie who has made the railway; the Indian artisan who fills the
railway workshops; the Sikh who forms the backbone of the military forces, and, in
British East Africa, of the police; the Bengali and the Goanese who staff the railway
station offices, the post offices, and the subordinate posts on the Government
departments; the Parsee and the Goanese who conduct the greater part of the retail
trade.”14

Due to its status, Nairobi has received considerable attention over the years, despite
emerging by chance, an accidental city that emerged out of a need to consolidate equipment
before embarking on the next phase of the construction of the railway from Nairobi to Lake

Garth Andrew Myers, Verandahs of Power: Colonialism and Space in Urban Africa, (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse
University Press, 2003), p. 36.
11
Jain, p. 18.
12
Samuel M. Kobiah, 'Urban Development in Kenya', African Urban Studies, 19 (1984), 18.
13
Thomas R. Metcalf, Imperial Connections: India in the Indian Ocean Arena, 1860-1920, (Berkeley, Ca.:
University of California Press, 2007).
14
Herbert Samuel, 'The Uganda of to-Day', Journal of the Society for Arts, 51.2626 (1903), p. 395.
10
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Victoria-Nyanza15. Somewhat similar to Nairobi, Jinja was not initially designated as a major
centre, only taking on the role of the administrative centre for this part of the Uganda
protectorate after the construction of the Busoga Railway, built to transport goods from the
northern cotton growing region of the protectorate. Jinja served as a transit hub for goods
being transferred from the railway onto the Lake Victoria Steamer to Port Florence (now
Kisumu). With the extension of the Uganda Railway from Nakuru to Jinja in 1928, the flow of
goods shifted from Lake Steamer to the railway ensuring Jinja retained its position as a
transit hub. It was this role that cemented its place as a centre for Asian traders, who had
over the years established themselves as intermediaries between the small-scale cash crop
farmers and the exporters, becoming an important trading class in the region.

Figure 1: East African Railway Network in 1901 (Source - Authors)

Jinja itself grew steadily between the 1920s and 1960s, bolstered by the construction of the
Owen Falls hydroelectric dam which opened in 1954. This all collapsed spectacularly during
the 1970s after the unceremonious expulsion of more than 60,000 Ugandan Asians by
Ugandan President then, Idi Amin. By that time, many of Uganda’s largest industries based
in Jinja were owned and operated by Ugandan Asians, including Madhvani Groups’: Nile
Breweries Ltd, Kakira Sugar Works, Mulco Textiles, and Makapesi Match Ltd and; Indar
Singh Gill’s Sikh Saw Mill. The consequential economic slump and decline of Jinja as an

15

Lawrence G. Green, Great North Road, (Cape Town: Howard Timmins, 1961), p. 165.
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industrial powerhouse proved to be a double-edged sword in terms of built heritage, as will
be discussed in this paper.

The Legacy of the Uganda Railway
As the cornerstone of the British colonial project in East Africa, the Uganda Railway was a
monumental endeavour and one of the more important engineering feats of the nineteenth
century, given the challenging conditions faced during its construction. This mega project
was the raison d'etre for the importation into East Africa of labourers from the Indian
subcontinent. This large-scale movement of people, conservatively estimated at 32,000 by
the time the railhead reached Port Florence (Kisumu) in 1901, is often taunted as a
significant success story in colonial policy. However, the back story suggests somewhat
contradictory stories with workers experiencing poor work conditions which in part were
responsible for the desertion of several workers. It is commonly reported that the railway was
an essential component in efforts to dismantle the East African slave trade, by providing a
means to facilitate trade with the interior, eliminating slavery as a consequence. Winston
Churchill, then Secretary of the Colonies, was not shy about the true purpose of the Uganda
Railway, “Projected solely as a political railway to reach Uganda, and to secure British
predominance upon the Upper Nile ...”.16 The Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 was indeed a
landmark piece of legislation that made slavery illegal across the British Empire. Although
this legislation may have had the best intentions, the Uganda Railway was but one example
where slave conditions were perpetuated despite guarantees that this would not be the case.
According to Ruchman “the indentured system gained notoriety for fostering similar
inhumanities as slavery”17.
To ensure the timely completion of the Uganda Railway, there was a need to meet daily
targets, requiring a constant supply of labour, which was not always guaranteed. The
conditions workers were exposed to were extremely dire, prompted by an ever-increasing
desire to minimise the cost of the railway construction18. The consequential impact on the
health and wellbeing of workers became increasingly evident. It is often reported that
numerous workers were killed at the hands of man-eating lions, a reason that could easily be
accepted by those funding the venture. The reality, according to Ruchman19, was that a
significant number of deaths were due to the negligence of the Uganda Railway Committee

Winston Spencer Churchill, My African Journey (Toronto: William Briggs, 1909).
Samuel G. Ruchman, 'Colonial Construction: Labor Practices and Precedents Along the Uganda Railway,
1893-1903', The International Journal of African Historical Studies, 50 (2017), 262.
18
Ibid.
19
Ibid. p. 272.
16
17
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and by extension the British government. By 1901, when the railway reached Kisumu,
approximately 6,500 Indian workers had been rendered invalid, with close to 2,500 killed.
The number of African workers killed or injured was never recorded, a consequence of racist
devaluation of Africans. This was exacerbated by conditions in the railway workers camps
that were often unhygienic, and no different to prison camps. The living and working
conditions workers were subjected to led to assertions that indentured labour was slavery by
another name20. In many respects, under the guise of efficiency, the legal rights of
indentured labourers were systematically eroded:
The actions of British administrators blatantly contradicted the moral tenets of the
civilizing mission and its purported abolition of coercive labor, drawing semantic
distinctions between slavery and brutal indenture. Regarding Indian railway laborers,
British officials willfully undermined moral and legal claims in the name of imperial
enterprise21.
There is little surprise therefore that many Indian workers resisted these conditions, and were
keen to leave their indentured positions, searching for alternative opportunities ironically
provided by the Uganda Railway. Upon the completion of the project, more than 7,000
indentured labourers had chosen to stay on in East Africa. This was in addition to those who
had travelled to East Africa to work with the scouting parties surveying the route for the
railway, with many staying on as merchants and traders. The rapid growth of the Indian
population in East Africa raised the sticky question of race or what has been described as
the ‘colonised middle verandah22. This ‘Indian question’ related to growing number of
migrants from India, and their impact on the new East African colonies, a question with a
recognition by Winston Churchill, then secretary for the colonies who “… saw the necessity
of at least some Indian settlement as well, in his mind to provide middle -class merchants”23.

The development of several towns in British East Africa (Kenya) and the Uganda
Protectorate was not a predetermined decision, but rather a confluence of circumstances that
made these locations favourable for the development of settlements. Two of these towns
were Nairobi and Jinja located in British East Africa and Uganda Protectorate respectively.
Neither of these had been planned as formal administrative positions. Mombasa had been
the headquarters of British East Africa, while Iganga had been the headquarters of the
Radhika V. Mongia, 'Historicizing State Sovereignty: Inequality and the Form of Equivalence', Comparative
Studies in Society and History, 49 (2007).
21
Ruchman, p. 261.
22
Myers, p. 36.
23
Ibid.
20
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Central Province of the Uganda Protectorate. Nairobi was established after the arrival of the
railway in 1899. Its location was found to be suitable for a settlement, having a favourable
climate that suited the European settlers and was centrally located for administrative control
of territories within British East Africa.

The architecture of commerce
Defining places of commerce. With the establishment of the protectorate of East Africa and
Uganda, there was an associated formalisation of commerce through the adoption of policies
generally derived from India, the established and flagship colony in the British empire at the
time. This formalisation suited migrants from India as they were already familiar with the
rules and regulations that were adopted. This formalisation also meant payment of trading
licences. This forced a move away from the commercial space as the moving market towards
a fixed entity, in this case, the duka.

Jinja and its Asian Stewardship
As with many colonial towns, Jinja emerged as a political creation. Its designation as the
headquarters of the Central Province of the Uganda Protectorate, moved from Iganga in
1901, a consequence of Jinja being terminus in Uganda for the Lake Victoria steamer from
Port Florence (Kisumu). This was bolstered with the completion in 1912 of the 98km Busoga
Railway between Jinja and Namasagali (see Figure 2), an important link to the cotton
growing regions in northern Uganda via the Lake Kyoga steamer to Masindi which also
offered onward connections to the Nile steamers that travelled up the White Nile to
Khartoum. With the arrival of the Uganda Railway in 1928 the importance of the steamer
service diminished, however, Jinja continued to serve as an important hub for cash crop
exports, primarily cotton, and later coffee. The introduction of sugar cane in 1921 further
boosted Jinja’s prospects, as was the introduction of cotton ginning. This turned Jinja from a
transport hub to a processing centre, much of which was driven by Indian migrants. It was
noted that by 1925, of the 155 ginneries spread across Uganda, 100 were owned by
Indians24. Thus, Indian mercantile capital became a key driver for economic development in
the region.

R.M.A van Zwanenburg and Anne King, An Economic History of Kenya and Uganda, 1800-1970, (London:
MacMillan Press, 1975).

24
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Figure 2: Nile Transport Network (Source - Authors)

While the completion of the Owen Falls dam made electricity readily available, the high cost
of transmission made it cost effective to base energy-intensive industries in Jinja25. This was
a key driver that propelled the growth of Jinja between the 1950s and 1970s, much of it
driven by Indians, who were able to access capital via networks in India and across the

see Anthony K. Wako, 'A Historical Study of Jinja: An East African City Influenced by Industrial Developments
During the Early 20th Century', (Uganda Martyrs University, 2019).

25
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region26. It is these contributions to Africa’s triple heritage, to borrow a term coined by Ali
Mazrui27, that are the focus of this paper. Important here is the built legacy of this
contribution, which comprises a significant proportion of Jinja’s building stock, a
consequence of its decline after the expulsion of the majority of Uganda Asians in 1972. The
ensuing decline of Jinja as an economic powerhouse, ensured it retained a significant
number of buildings as a legacy on these early endeavours.

Planning and the Colonial Middle
The physical structures of colonial cities and towns were often to enforce and reinforce
colonial power structures28. This created both figuratively and spatially a middle ground as a
buffer between European and indigenous population. It was within this spatial middle ground,
that manifested as vacant land or administrative districts, that the Asian populations were
placed. This colonised middle is were the middle constituency of residents in British East
Africa, those who were neither European nor African29. This position often placed Asian
settlers who found themselves in a difficult position, as “… both victims and beneficiaries of
colonial rule”30. They benefited from access to better land and services than the African
population but did not have equal status to the Europeans. The nature of this relationship
apparent in the lot sizes within urban settlements, evident in the Kampala Extension Scheme
by Ernst May31 (see Figure 3).

see Claude Markovits, 'Indian Merchant Networks Outside India in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: A
Preliminary Survey', Modern Asian Studies, 33 (1999).
27
Ali M. Mazrui, The Africans: A Triple Heritage, (Boston, Ma.: Little Brown & Co, 1986).
28
Myers, p. 9.
29
Ibid.
30
William Monteith, 'Markets and Monarchs: Indigenous Urbanism in Postcolonial Kampala', Settler Colonial
Studies, 9 (2019), 253.
31
Ernst May, Report on the Kampala Extension Scheme, Kololo-Naguru, (Nairobi: Colonial Government Printery,
1947).
26
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Figure 3: Kampala Extension Scheme – 1947 (Source – May (1947)

Their place in the colonial middle often led to suspicion from both European and indigenous
populations - viewed by the Africans as colonial sympathisers, while also not considered part
of the colonial class by the Europeans. They were from the point of view of the Europeans,
part of the ‘Subject race32, tolerated for the functions they performed, but often subject to
similar discriminations as the African populations. The Asians were aware of their situation,
taking advantage of this to ensure they were looked on favourably. As noted by Jones33 with
regard to Alibhai Mulla Jeevanjee34 in Nairobi, who gifted a statue of Queen Victoria to the
new town of Nairobi, a means to ensure the Indian population were seen as being loyal to
the British Empire. At the other end of the scale, the construction of workers housing for

Mahmood Mamdani, Citizen and Subject: Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism,
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1996).
33
Stephanie Jones, 'Merchant-Kings and Everymen: Narratives of the South Asian Diaspora of East Africa',
Journal of Eastern African Studies, 1 (2007), 21.
34
Alibhai Mulla Jeevanjee (1856-1936) held the contract for the recruitment labourers for the building of the
Uganda Railway. He was also a key player in the early development of Nairobi.
32
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African sawmill workers by Indar Gill Singh35 in Jinja during the 1950s was in recognition that
his workers needed access to decent housing close to their place of work to guarantee they
could get to work on time, reducing their commute time as many resided outside the urban
centre36. This estate was built on land that he owned and bears an Indian name to this day
(see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Babu Patel37 Quarters, Jinja (Source - Authors)

As with many colonial cities, the planning of Jinja was along racial grounds, based largely on
the idea of the ‘cordon sanitaire’, driven by what has been described as the ‘sanitation
syndrome’, which saw the implementation of separate quarters for the different races, largely
to protect European populations from endemic diseases38. What emerged is a built
environment that overtly displays a tripartite urban layout, with demarcated areas for
European, Asian and African populations. This formed the basic layout of Jinja, with
European residential area to the west, close to the banks of the Nile, and adjacent to the
administrative zone, which acted as a buffer to the Asian neighbourhoods, close to the retail
and commercial district. Housing for Africans was placed the east of the commercial district,
with the railway-line acting as the ‘cordon sanitaire’ (See Figure 5). It was within the
commercial centre of Jinja that the Indian influence was most pronounced, and the basis of
conservation efforts.

Indar Gill Singh (1901-1993) originally worked with the Uganda Railway as a Station Master, initially in Port
Florence, before he was moved to Busoga. He made the decision to leave that job to grow sugar cane.
Eventually he ventured into other business interests, including the ‘Sikh Saw Mills’, which he is remembered for.
36
Andrew Byerley, 'Displacements in the Name of (Re)Development: The Contested Rise and Contested Demise
of Colonial ‘African’ Housing Estates in Kampala and Jinja', Planning Perspectives, 28 (2013).
37
It is not immediately clear why there is a discrepancy in naming of the African settlement.
38
Monteith, p. 252.
35
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Figure 5: Jinja and Environs – 1922 (Source – Adapted from Ordinance Survey Map)

Alongside Indar Gill Singh, two other prominent personalities or rather families that were
influential in Jinja and indeed Uganda were Muljibhai Madhvani39 and Nanjibhai Mehta40, who
had their base in the industrialising city of Jinja. Singh originated from the Punjabi region of
India, while Madhvani and Mehta were from Gujarat. Madhvani and Mehta were quite young
when they migrated, 14 and 13 years old respectively, while Singh was 21 years old, their
adventurous spirit influencing their eventual engagements in East Africa. According to Singh
(2018), by the time of the Asian expulsion in 1972, Madhvani family business interests
accounted for ten percent of the Gross Domestic Product of Uganda, based largely on
production and export of sugar and cotton41. Like Singh, Madhvani constructed schools,

Mulji Prabhudas Madhvani (1894–1958), followed his brother to Uganda in 1908. Initially working in Iganga, he
moved to Jinja to set up affiliate businesses on behalf of the family. While there he branched out on his own,
eventually setting up a large sugar estate, which was the foundation of Uganda’s largest business conglomerate
until 1972.
40
Shri Nanjibhai Kalidas Mehta (1887-1969) began his career as a trader, before venturing into agriculture. He
initially started with sugar cane, and went on to include cotton and tea.
41
Makrand Mehta, 'Gujarati Business Communities in East African Diaspora: Major Historical Trends', Economic
and Political Weekly, 36 (2001); Rashna Batliwala Singh, 'Uganda Asians', Transition, 126 (2018), 143.
39
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colleges, hospitals and a host of recreation facilities for their workers42. Metha established
racially integrated pre-primary, primary and secondary schools especially in Lugazi,
Uganda43, establishing his legacy in contributing to the development of the indigenous
population. Madhvani’s influence in Jinja went beyond contributions to the health and
wellbeing of the surrounding communities. He also wielded considerable influence on public
infrastructure, shown in the construction of a 12 km dual carriageway from Jinja city centre to
his sugar estate to the northeast. This was allegedly because he wanted to avoid getting into
an accident on his daily commute between the family home on the sugar estate, and his
office in the city centre (Figure 6). This was the first two story building along Main Street,
remaining so for a number of years after its construction. The development of housing and
social infrastructure for the African population in Jinja beyond the tenement quarters provided
by the Colonial administration was driven by Madhvani and Mehta, who say this as an
important part of their role as employers. This was also an important part of their social
position in the colonised middle, and a means to break from a place imposed on them by
racial stratification, through charitable activities, in this case not by appealing to the colonial
masters, as was the case with Jeevanjee in Nairobi, but by appealing to the often
disenfranchised African population on whom they relied for their success.

Figure 6: Madhvani Building, Jinja - 1919 (Source - Authors)
B.S. Hoyle, 'The Economic Expansion of Jinja, Uganda', Geographical Review, 53 (1963); Singh.
Gaurav Desai, Commerce with the Universe: Africa, India and the Afrasian Imagination, (New York, N.Y.:
Columbia University Press., 2013).

42
43
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Within the urban centres, a new space emerged that was a core part of the commercial
district, the Indian Bazaar, emerging in major urban centres across East Africa. In Uganda,
the most important Bazaar was Nakasero Market, which still exists today in its original state.
Since the expulsion of the Asian population in 1972, it has been occupied by African traders,
plying very similar wares - largely household goods. It survived due to its location in the
commercial district, although the same cannot be said for the Bazaar in Nairobi, which was
demolished as part of the urban health edict to contain the spread of the plague during the
first two decades of the 20th century.
The Bungalow and the ‘Dukawallah’
By far the most recognisable architectural export from India is the regional adaptation of the
colonial bungalow, with numerous examples found across East Africa, the basis for many
European residential developments across the region. This ranged from squat single story
buildings with wide enveloping verandahs, to larger two story villas sitting in the centre of
vast vegetated gardens (See Figure 7), an ode to architectural design for tropical climates.
Today, this housing typology persists as the ultimate status symbol for those seeking an
urban home, in part due to its perceived evolution from the rural homestead with surrounding
cultivated fields, as well as the status of having a driveway and grand entry. However, in the
context of Uganda, this housing type has been surpassed by two particularly ubiquitous
building types. The first being tenement housing originally designed for single male workers
who were eligible to work in the urban areas. The second being the ‘dukawallah’ (or simply
duka) which is the simple retail typology that dominates the urban and rural landscape of
Uganda, and derived from the Indian Bazaar typology that was brought to East Africa by
Indian migrants from what is now northwest India and Pakistan.
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Figure 7: European Colonial Bungalow, Jinja (Source - https://www.hackersforcharity.org/jinja-house)

By 1901, a few Indian traders had begun to set up dukas across East Africa, in towns and
villages across the region, providing goods necessary to enable the populations to participate
in the growing economic opportunities enabled by the cultivation of cash crops, and
educational endeavours. As is noted by Monteith, “Indian traders quickly became the link in
the import-export economy; the dukawallah (‘shopkeeper’) who connected the ‘native’
producer ‘in his home’ to the ‘wholesale business houses’”44. The buildings themselves were
rudimentary, with a verandah at the front, allowing goods to spill out from the store, which
was for all intents and purposes a storage unit, with a counter at the front. The large doors
when opened could act at a backdrop onto which merchandise could be attached for display.
The verandah was important as it provided shade for the merchandise, but also acted as a
social space for the shopkeepers and customers. In Swahili, this is the ‘Baraza’, which
means a place where meetings are held, separated from the pedestrian flow by a step.
These spaces were later adapted into an important shaded arcade. In Jinja, this can be
found along the Main Street, and is more than four metres wide, allowing for display of
goods, while not obstructing the flow of pedestrians (Figures 8-10).

44

Monteith, pp. 253-4.
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Figure 8: Menezes Building 1937, Main Street, Jinja (Source - Authors)

Figure 9: Wide Verandah, with Baraza, Main Street, Jinja (Source - Authors)
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Figure 10: Ninze House, with original canopy mouldings (Source - Authors)

The simplicity of these building types can be seen in their replication across Uganda, found
in every village, town and city. Retail trade forms the backbone of the Ugandan formal and
informal economy. The slow turnover of some goods means it is important to have sufficient
storage, as well as a display space for the various wares. The duka typology provides for
these needs, while also able to operate off grid, with the large door fronts allowing the
shopkeeper to view the outdoors, while displaying goods visible to those passing by the store
fronts. More than 100 years since its introduction, this building typology is the most
ubiquitous architectural element across the urban (and rural) landscape of Uganda (see
Figures 11-12).

Figure 11: Adapted Duka along Jinja-Kampala highway - 2019 (Source - Authors)
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Figure 12: Adapted Duka along Kampala-Mbarara highway - 2021 (Source - Authors)

The ubiquity of the duka across Uganda and a defining element of urbanism attests to the
perception of this building typology as a defining element or African modernity. The building
represented the transition to urbanity. Today variants of the original model derived from India
can be found in virtually every town and village across east and central Africa. It is in the
towns that emerged at the beginning of the 20th century that the links across the Indian
Ocean are clearly evident. Jinja’s streetscapes are physical evidence of the Asian
stewardship, as evident in the ownership structure of buildings in Figure 12. The
transposition of architectural ideas by migrants from India to East Africa, not only contributed
to the built form, but served to define the urban form for the next century. For Jinja, the
majority of these buildings exist in a dilapidated state, neglected due to the uncertainty
surrounding their ownership. While some were repossessed by the original owners upon
their return in the years since 1986, many have not. While efforts have been made to protect
this built heritage, their fate was made more precarious in 2020, with the decision to
designate Jinja as a city which raised concerns that many of these buildings will be
demolished in a new wave of developments in what is perceived to be a contemporary city,
akin to the glitzy towers of business districts in the Middle East.
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Figure 12: Ownership of Buildings along Main Street, Jinja in 1971 (Source - Departed Asians
Property Custodian Board)
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Post 1986 and Emerging Developments
The agreement in 1986 for the return of Uganda Asians from exile across the world marked a
turning point in the narrative that had up till that point focussed on the lost opportunities, and
the rebuilding of lives largely in Canada, Kenya, and the United Kingdom, where many were
resettled45. It is acknowledged that only a small number of the Ugandan Asians returned to
Uganda. They represent only a small proportion of Asians in Uganda, nay of whom have
come directly from India and beyond. Nevertheless, the influence of the Madhvani, Mehta
families is again evident. They are no longer in the small-scale retail business, but now
involved in major industrial and service sectors of the economy, largely hospitality and
tourism. Marasa Africa owns high end safari lodges in both Kenya and Uganda. Continuing
their engagement with philanthropic engagements, Madhvani Group under-rights the
Muljibhai Madhvani Foundation, originally set up in 1962 in memory of the family patriarch.
The Foundation hosts the largest private scholarship fund in Uganda, the Madhvani
Foundation Scholarship, to help Ugandan students through their university education. While
the Madhvani family does maintain the middle of their sprawling Kakira Sugar estate, more
recent economic developments have been in Kampala, in manufacturing and construction,
as well as real estate development46. Much of this development bypassed Jinja, save for
medium scale industries, in part a consequence of macro-economic policies related to the
pricing of electricity, which is uniformly priced across the country, giving little incentive to
base industries in Jinja, but closer to the largest market in Kampala.

Concluding Remarks
The ensuing neglect of Jinja as an investment centre has enabled a growing interest in its
heritage value and its association to the Uganda Railway and further afield to India. While
planning decisions of the colonial administration may have determined the overall layout and
planning of the city, it is the city's architecture that is a visible manifestation of the underlying
political and economic forces of a place. Often the decisions that led to the individual
buildings are ‘less discernible’ than the decisions of administrators at a planning level, more
so as many of the buildings were designed not by architects, but by draftsmen, and for which
records are difficult to attain. However, in this as in many other cases across Uganda, the
numerous small interventions have had a significant impact on the overall urban outlook47. In
this case, the transplanting of architecture into the region has defined urban architecture

see Jain; Jones.
Singh, p. 137.
47
Akin L. Mabogunje, 'Urban Planning and the Post-Colonial State in Africa: A Research Overview', African
Studies Review, 33 (1990).
45
46
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across the country. While European Modernism has received considerable attention over the
years, such projects represent only a small proportion of the buildings built during the 20th
century, that exhibit a diverse range of influences, which are only just being investigated.
Exploration of links across the Indian Ocean present an opportunity to investigate the
penetration of influence beyond the coast of East Africa, into the interior of the continent.
Limited appreciation of these narratives have led to a cosmetic, pastiche approach to
heritage, resulting in the repainting of buildings in garish colours, allegedly to ensure they
were visible. While this has increased their visibility, it has detracted from the value of these
buildings in the broader scheme of things. And while this may have delayed the inevitable
developmental pressures for sites along Main Street in Jinja, the future of these buildings
remains precarious given developments elsewhere that have seen the demolition of
numerous buildings of the same vintage. The importance of unravelling the narratives of the
Uganda-Asian community, and their contribution to Uganda’s built heritage may be a means
of redressing this.
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